
Online Professional 
Development
Gain insight into the new 
curriculum framework, the 
redesigned AP Exam,  
inquiry-based labs, and additional 
supporting instructional strategies.

Anytime Access
Access the online e-learning 
platform when it’s convenient.

AP Developed
Designed by AP staff, teachers,  
and subject-matter experts for the 
AP community.

AP® teachers like you are updating their course planning and pacing 
guide to teach the AP Biology course redesign. This will require 
changes to your AP Biology syllabus and becoming familiar with 
the content, concepts, and skills that will be reviewed in your AP 
Course Audit and assessed on the redesigned AP Biology Exam. 

Essential knowledge. Science practices.  
Inquiry-based labs.
Save time on your preparation and reinforce what you already 
know with online courses that offer: 

•  Alignment with the AP Biology Curriculum Framework and  
AP Course Audit

•  Compelling, engaging video-based instruction

• Workshop formats backed by classroom modeling

•  Supporting resources available for later use

•  24/7 accessibility — log in when convenient and complete at 
your own pace

• CEU credit eligible

Prepare online  
for the AP® Biology 
course redesign.

Learn more and  
take a brief tour at   
aponlinepd.org.

http://aponlinepd.org


AP Biology: Transitioning  
to Inquiry-Based Labs
Gain an understanding of inquiry, inquiry models and 
levels, and their place in the classroom.

Introduction to AP Biology
Learn about the changes to the redesigned AP Biology 
course and concrete strategies for designing and 
implementing an effective curriculum.

Learn more and take a brief tour at aponlinepd.org.

Prepare. Reinforce. Be Confident. 

The course units and activities are aligned with the 
AP Biology redesign. Take one or more courses and 
build confidence in:

AP Developed 
Aligned with the course 

and exam redesign. 
Supplements resources on 

AP Central®.

AP Teacher Approved
Hear what other AP teachers  
had to say.

“Because the College Board is giving 
these courses, I personally feel more 
confident because I know that the 
exam and this course are aligned 
together.”   
– Susan S., AP Biology Teacher 

“Knowing the course is available online 
increases my confidence because I 
don’t have to remember everything 
that we went through. I can go back 
anytime and recall bits of information 
to use in my classroom.”   
– Gretchen C., AP Biology Teacher

Synchronized slide 
and video lessons

• Getting ready for the 
AP Course Audit

• Creating classroom 
strategies to adopt 
inquiry-based labs

• Teaching science 
practices

• Preparing for the  
new exam

• Connecting learning 
objectives to the new 
curriculum framework

Downloadable 
resources

Built-in tools for 
notes and reflection

Easy-to-browse 
course outline
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Register now for comprehensive, 
convenient online courses:

14b-9239

http://aponlinepd.org
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